Intermittent pneumatic compression is a cost-effective method of orthopedic postsurgical venous thromboembolism prophylaxis
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**Background:** Venous thromboembolism (VTE) is a major complication after lower-limb arthroplasty that increases costs and reduces patient’s quality of life. Using anticoagulants for 10–35 days following arthroplasty is the standard prophylaxis, but its cost-effectiveness after accounting for bleeding complications remains unproven.

**Methods:** A comprehensive, clinical model of VTE was created using the incidences, clinical effects (including bleeding), and costs of VTE and prophylaxis from randomized controlled trials, meta-analyses, and large observational studies. Over 50 years, the total health care costs and clinical impact of three prophylaxis strategies, that are as follows, were compared: low-molecular-weight heparin (LMWH) alone, intermittent pneumatic compression (IPC), and IPC with LMWH (IPC+LMWH). The cost per VTE event that was avoided and cost per quality-adjusted life year (QALY) gained in both the US and Australian health care settings were calculated.

**Results:** For every 2,000 patients, the expected number of VTE and major bleeding events with LMWH were 151 and 6 in the USA and 160 and 46 in Australia, resulting in a mean of 11.3 and 9.1 QALYs per patient, respectively. IPC reduced the expected VTE events by 11 and 8 in the USA and Australia, respectively, compared to using LMWH alone. IPC reduced major bleeding events compared to LMWH, preventing 1 event in the US and 7 in Australia. IPC+LMWH only reduced VTE events. Neither intervention substantially impacted QALYs but both increased QALYs versus LMWH. IPC was cost-effective followed by IPC+LMWH.

**Conclusion:** IPC and IPC+LMWH are cost-effective versus LMWH after lower-limb arthroplasty in the USA and Australia. The choice between IPC and IPC+LMWH depends on expected bleeding risks.
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**Background**

Venous thromboembolism (VTE), including deep vein thrombosis (DVT) and pulmonary embolism (PE), is a serious condition that affects both patient outcomes directly and the overall health care utilization. Globally, there are about 10 million acute VTE events every year and it was estimated that 0.95 million adults in the USA live with VTE.\(^{1,2}\) VTE is associated with a wide range of undesirable patient outcomes including respiratory and cardiovascular failure and prolonged hospital stay, and it is considered one of the leading causes of preventable in-hospital death.\(^1\) VTE also has long-term consequences, in particular postthrombotic syndrome (PTS), resulting in continued patient discomfort and increased long-term health care utilization.
A conservative estimate has placed the annual economic burden of VTE in the USA at 7–10 billion USD in 2014; the mean direct costs of care per patient who survived the VTE event were estimated to be between 18,000 and 23,000 USD. VTE is a global disease. Barco et al analyzed data from 28 countries of the European Union, finding that the total annual direct burden of VTE was in the range of €3.0–8.5 billion in 2014, of which the authors estimated €2.2–6.2 billion was avoidable. The rate of VTE in Australia is recognized to be higher than in other health care settings. The cost per VTE event in Australia was estimated to be 10,007 AUD, and when considering lost productivity, VTE was one of the most costly, but preventable, conditions in Australia.

Surgery, particularly in lower limb arthroplasty, puts patients at very high risk of developing VTE. In patients, after lower limb arthroplasty, all three major pathogenic elements of VTE – venous stasis, vessel wall injury, and hypercoagulability – are likely activated. Rates of VTE after total knee arthroplasty (TKA) and total hip arthroplasty (THA) have been reported to be between 40 and 94 and 13 and 24 per 1,000 patients, respectively. With an aging population, the overall incidence and impact of VTE after arthroplasty are expected to increase substantially over the next few decades. For instance, the number of THA and TKA procedures have been increasing at 3.7% and 7.0% per year in Australia. Each year, postsurgical VTE adds approximately 66 million AUD to the cost of care for THA and TKA. Beyond financial costs, VTE after arthroplasty also has an impact on patients’ quality of life (QoL) due to symptoms of PTS after DVT and respiratory insufficiency after severe PE. Estimates from the Euro QoL 5-dimensions (EQ-5D) health survey indicates that patients lose between 1% and 48% of their QoL after a VTE event.

Currently, using anticoagulants for 10–35 days to reduce hypercoagulability and VTE after lower limb arthroplasty is considered the standard of care. Due to its long history of use and a lower cost compared to direct oral anticoagulants, low-molecular-weight heparin (LMWH) remains the most common anticoagulant used for VTE prophylaxis in many surgical patients including those who underwent arthroplasty. Because all anticoagulants have an inherent risk of inducing bleeding, an assessment of bleeding risk in patients should occur before determining whether anticoagulants should be started. Trials indicate that up to 9.9% of patients using anticoagulant prophylaxis experience some form of bleeding events. Bleeding events after use of anticoagulants can be costly and have significant impact on patient’s QoL. Although uncommon, even at therapeutic doses of heparin, intracranial hemorrhage (ICH) may have catastrophic consequences for patients, with substantial reduction in QoL. The mean direct cost of an ICH was found to be 35,931 USD, and subsequent care costs in the years after the event averaged 16,254 USD.

An alternative approach to VTE prophylaxis is to employ mechanical means either alone or in combination with anticoagulants simultaneously or sequentially. Intermittent pneumatic compression (IPC) of the lower limbs improves venous blood flow velocity in a cyclical fashion similar to ambulation. There is also evidence to suggest that IPC may promote fibrinolysis activity and hence reduces the risk of lower limb VTE without increased risk of bleeding. Data from a large number of randomized controlled trials (RCTs) showed that IPC is effective and possibly comparable to anticoagulants in reducing VTE in hospitalized patients. In the specific subgroup of patients after arthroplasty, IPC also appears to be as effective as anticoagulants, albeit the number of RCTs comparing different strategies is more limited.

We hypothesized that because IPC is associated with a reduced risk of bleeding and possibly equally effective in reducing VTE compared to anticoagulants, IPC may be more cost-effective than LMWH in preventing VTE after lower-limb arthroplasty. In this study, we developed a comprehensive model to analyze the clinical and economic outcomes and assess the cost-effectiveness of three possible VTE prophylaxis strategies (LMWH alone, IPC alone, or a combination of IPC and LMWH [IPC+LMWH]) after arthroplasty applied to both the US and Australian health care settings.

**Methods**

From the perspective of health care payers, the cost and effects of interventions are not limited to a patient’s time in hospital or time on treatment, but rather are measured over decades. As it is rarely feasible to perform such long-term studies in real-world practice, comprehensive computational models of VTE and VTE prophylaxis were developed. Therefore, two Markov models were developed by the authors to estimate events, outcomes, and costs following lower-limb arthroplasty from 1 to 50 years. For VTE, the events and outcomes (health states) included were: “no VTE,” “DVT,” “PE,” “DVT+PE,” “previous VTE,” “recurrent VTE,” “postthrombotic syndrome,” “VTE death,” and “death.” These health states and the transitions allowed between them are depicted in Figure 1A. All patients started in the “No VTE” state, and the probabilities for moving to another state were taken from peer-reviewed, published literature (Table 1) reporting on patients receiving LMWH as prophylaxis. The meta-analysis published by Ho...
et al provided the relative risk (RR) of events and outcomes for IPC and IPC+LMWH (Table 1).22

The second part of the model estimated adverse events associated with VTE prophylaxis (Figure 1B). The events and outcomes included were “no event,” “minor bleed,” “wound infection,” “heparin-induced thrombocytopenia,” “ICH,” “other major bleed,” “previous major bleed,” and “major bleed death.” The probabilities of transitioning between VTE prophylaxis health states were also taken from peer-reviewed literature (Table 1) and were specific to use of LMWH. Events and outcomes for IPC and IPC+LMWH were estimated by using RRs taken from the meta-analyses of Ho et al22 and O’Connell29 (Table 1). Running the model with LMWH data provided VTE events and outcomes for patients receiving LMWH prophylaxis. A subsequent run of the model with LMWH data and the RR data for IPC provided VTE events and outcomes for patients receiving IPC prophylaxis. Cost-effectiveness was determined by comparison of outcomes between the two model runs.

A model run consists of multiple iterations or cycles of the Markov models described. Each cycle represents a discrete period of time, and during the first month, the model cycle length was 1 day. After this, monthly cycles were performed up to 6 months. From this point on, half yearly cycles were used. Over 50 years, patient events and outcomes were therefore assessed 130 times. In data presented in this study, the VTE model ran before the VTE prophylaxis model. The proportion of patients alive at the start of the VTE prophylaxis model must equal that at the end of the VTE model and vice versa. Patients who die in one model are, thus, removed from the second model, for example, 1/7 of the proportion of patients who died (“death” or “VTE death”)
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**Figure 1** Depiction of the two Markov models for (A) VTE and (B) VTE prophylaxis.

**Abbreviations:** DVT, deep-vein thrombosis; GI, gastrointestinal; HIT, heparin-induced thrombocytopenia; ICH, intracranial hemorrhage; PE, pulmonary embolism; PTS, postthrombotic syndrome; VTE, venous thromboembolism.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Events</th>
<th>Incidence USA (per days)</th>
<th>Incidence Australia (per days)</th>
<th>RR with IPC (95% CI)</th>
<th>RR with IPC+LMWH (95% CI)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DVT</td>
<td>0.55% (3)23</td>
<td>4.48% (11.52)24</td>
<td>0.86 (0.56–1.31)22</td>
<td>0.32 (0.16–0.64)22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PE</td>
<td>0.39% (3)23</td>
<td>0.25% (11.52)24</td>
<td>0.99 (0.36–2.76)22</td>
<td>0.62 (0.13–3.02)22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VTE recurrence</td>
<td>14.3% (365.25)25</td>
<td>1.9% (90)26</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recurrent VTE that is PE</td>
<td>20.5%25</td>
<td>20%26</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-major bleed</td>
<td>9.9% (42)7</td>
<td>9.9% (12)17</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Major bleed</td>
<td>0.26% (9)27</td>
<td>1.9% (90)26</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Major bleed that is ICH</td>
<td>7.5%12</td>
<td>4%28</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wound infection</td>
<td>2.6% (30)7</td>
<td>5.2% (30)11</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wound infections that are deep</td>
<td>34.62%6</td>
<td>30.77%1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heparin-induced thrombocytopenia</td>
<td>0.04% (4)31</td>
<td>0.2% (6.55)28</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PTS</td>
<td>22.8% (730.5)23</td>
<td>22.8% (730.5)22</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severe PTS</td>
<td>10%13</td>
<td>10%13</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mortality</td>
<td>From US lifetables</td>
<td>From Australian lifetables</td>
<td>0.9224</td>
<td>0.6112</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:** *No available data assumed to be equivalent; no heparin used. Units of measure are % of patients (per N days) for all those with parenthesis and % of events for all those without parenthesis.

**Abbreviations:** DVT, deep vein thrombosis; ICH, intracranial hemorrhage; IPC, intermittent pneumatic compression; LMWH, low-molecular-weight heparin; PE, pulmonary embolism; PTS, postthrombotic syndrome; RR, risk ratio; VTE, venous thromboembolism.
were removed from each of the seven alive states in the VTE prophylaxis model. Likewise, 1/7 of the proportion of patients who died (major bleed death) were removed from each of the seven alive states in the VTE model. The model order was exchanged to test the impact of structural uncertainty, and the model outcomes were not substantially different. The model development followed good practice guidance from the International Society for Pharmacoeconomics and Outcomes Research.34–36

Model input data

Peer-reviewed literature for informing the model design and providing input data were identified through structured review of PubMed. The search identified indexed abstracts containing target words and/or phrases in their title, abstract, key words, or Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) terms. The aim of this study was to find high-quality data on the safety and efficacy of VTE prophylaxis and costs and QoL data related to VTE, VTE prophylaxis, or their associated events and outcomes. The search was first performed in 2015 and repeated periodically thereafter to capture newly indexed abstracts.

Literature review determined that common risk factors for VTE are age (>80 years), female gender, BMI (>30 kg/m²), and previous VTE.37 In the countries of interest, the percentage of lower-limb arthroplasties that are of the hip rather than the knee is 33.0% and 43.5% in the USA and Australia, respectively.10,38 Guideline prophylaxis use is between 10 and 30 days following lower-limb arthroplasty.15,16 Prophylaxis of interest was LMWH, IPC, and IPC+LMWH. IPC+LMWH was considered to be combined use of the two products during the time in hospital, followed by LMWH alone after discharge. The cost of prophylaxis included acquisition, setup, and administration. Prophylaxis impacted QoL via injection requirement, restricted movement, and fear of bleeding.

Costs were presented with their corresponding values in 2015 (USD and AUD). Costs from another year were converted to 2015 values by using health care-specific inflation indices. Peer-reviewed literature provides the majority of costs for the US setting. For Australia, costs from the Australian refined diagnosis-related group public hospital refund scheme were used and supplemented with published data (Table 2). All costs are from the payer perspective and do not include societal costs such as time off work. The annual discount rate used after 1 year was 3.5% in the USA and 5.0% in Australia.

Quality-adjusted life expectancy (QALE), measure in quality-adjusted life years (QALYs), for the patient population and for each adverse event was taken from published literature where available (Table 2), with preference given to articles reporting on EQ-5D scores. Where utilities were unavailable, estimates were made by calculating the annual amount of perfect QoL expected to be lost. As a year of perfect QoL is worth 1, every hour of QoL lost is a deficit of 0.000114 QALYs.

Base case settings

The cost-effectiveness of VTE prophylaxis was assessed over a 50-year time period in terms of the cost per QALY gained or VTE avoided. Prophylaxis was provided for 30 days. Outcomes and costs were half-cycle corrected and discounted at 3.5% (USA) and 5.0% (Australia) per annum. In the USA,

| Table 2 Cost and quality of life associated with VTE adverse events |
|-----------------------------|-----------------------------|-----------------------------|
| Events                      | Cost in USA (USD)           | Cost in Australia (AUD)     |
| DVT                         | 18,10412                     | 3,643a                      |
| PE                          | 18,10412                     | 9,441a                      |
| DVT and PE                  | 37,290.6711                  | 16,456a                     |
| Recurrent VTE               | 27,955.8740                  | 7,015a                      |
| Non-major bleed             | 367.2241                     | 2325a                       |
| ICH                         | 36,217.4520                  | 26,839a                     |
| Other major bleed           | 17,567.3920                  | 4,719a                      |
| Superficial wound infection | 7,644.0340                   | 6,997a                      |
| Deep wound infection        | 28,075.4340                  | 37,648a                     |
| Heparin-induced thrombocytopenia | 18,177.4331            | 1,69028                     |
| Severe PTS, per year        | 6,040.9340                   | 9,315a                      |
| Mild PTS, per year          | 1,327.844                    | 4,104a                      |

Notes: *data provided Australia AR-DRG; http://www.aihw.gov.au/hospitals-data/ar-dr-g-data-cubes/*34 Reference indicates that HIT is associated with an extra 12.5 days in hospital. 1 day of full QoL is 1365.25 (0.0027378) and assume 50% reduction in QoL (0.000114), multiplied by 12.5 = 0.017.

Abbreviations: AR-DRG, Australian refined diagnosis-related group; DVT, deep vein thrombosis; HIT, heparin-induced thrombocytopenia; ICH, intracranial hemorrhage; PE, pulmonary embolism; PTS, postthrombotic syndrome; QoL, quality of life; RR, risk ratio; VTE, venous thromboembolism.
the patient population had mean (SD) characteristics of age 63.17 (10.4) years, gender 41.2% male, BMI 31.98 (7.03) kg/m², history of VTE 4.1%, and 3 days in hospital. In Australia, these mean characteristics were age 67.5 (11.0) years, gender 40.5% male, BMI 31.0 (7.03) kg/m², history of VTE 7.7%, and 5 days in hospital.

Sensitivity analyses
Probabilistic sensitivity analyses and scenario analyses were performed to explore the uncertainty around model outcomes. Probabilistic analysis used 500 runs of the model, in each run the value of each model input is varied at random and the model outputs extracted. A seeded random was used to allow for model verification and duplication. The random number drawn followed a uniform distribution from 0 to 1 and was used as a sample input variable against an underlying distribution by providing a random point on the cumulative probability curve. Most parameters were sampled against a normal distribution, but risk ratios used lognormal sampling. Results of probabilistic analyses are the cost-effectiveness plane, likelihood of a VTE prophylaxis method being considered cost-effective, and 95% credible intervals (CrIs) around costs and QALYs. The willingness-to-pay thresholds were set to 50,000 AUD, and 100,000 USD, in line with the published recommendations as no guideline values exist.

Scenario analyses considered outcomes in potential specialist patient populations and in hypothetical situations. Examples include patients at low or high risk of bleeding, those <50 years, and situations where VTE has no impact on QoL.

Results
For every 2,000 patients receiving LMWH after lower-limb arthroplasty in the USA, the model estimated that there would be 151 VTE events (including recurrence) and 6 major bleeding events in over 50 years of simulation (Table 3). Of these, 70 VTE events and 6 major bleeding events occurred in the first 6 months. Patients were expected to live a further 16.8 years on average, with 11.3 QALYs. The total health care cost per patient of using LMWH for VTE prophylaxis was estimated at 2,083 USD. Savings with IPC (426 USD) were larger than those with IPC+LMWH (133 USD), even though IPC+LMWH showed greater reduction in adverse events (15 VTEs) than did IPC (11 VTEs and 1 major bleed).

In the Australian setting, the number of VTE events (160) was similar but major bleeds (46) per 2,000 patients were much more common (Table 3). Notably, 152 of the VTE events occurred within the first 6 months. On average, life expectancy was 14.4 years, with 9.1 QALYs. The total health care cost per patient of using LMWH for VTE prophylaxis was estimated at 1,605 AUD. The use of IPC reduced the costs by 377 AUD and adverse events by 18 VTEs and 7 major bleeds. Use of IPC+LMWH in Australia reduced costs by 107 AUD and adverse events by 33 VTEs compared with LMWH alone.

Both IPC and IPC+LMWH resulted in more patient QALYs than did prophylaxis with LMWH alone (Table 3). Given the cost savings associated with both the forms of IPC prophylaxis, this made both IPC and IPC+LMWH dominant compared to LMWH alone (both for QALYs and VTE events). For IPC+LMWH relative to IPC alone, the combination increases the cost of care and the number of QALYs obtained. The incremental cost-effectiveness ratio (ICER) was 42,323 USD and 15,608 AUD per QALY gained, both about 50% below the willingness-to-pay threshold of the countries. The cost per VTE event avoided with IPC+LMWH versus IPC alone was 144,675 USD and 32,908 AUD in the

| Table 3 Clinical and economic outcomes estimated by the models |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| Outcomes        | LMWH            | IPC             | IPC+LMWH        |
|                 | USA | Australia | USA | Australia | USA | Australia | USA | Australia |
| Cost (USD / AUD)| 2,083 | 1,605 | 1,657 | 1,228 | 1,950 | 1,481 |
| VTE (N per 2,000)| 151 | 160 | 140 | 142 | 136 | 127 |
| Major bleeds (N per 2,000) | 6 | 46 | 5 | 39 | 6 | 46 |
| Life years (mean) | 16.84 | 14.35 | 16.90 | 14.47 | 16.91 | 14.51 |
| QALYs (mean) | 11.28 | 9.07 | 11.32 | 9.14 | 11.33 | 9.15 |
| ICER vs LMWH | – | – | Dominant | Dominant | Dominant | Dominant |
| Cost per QALY gained | – | – | Dominant | Dominant | Dominant | Dominant |
| Cost per VTE avoided | – | – | Dominant | Dominant | Dominant | Dominant |
| ICER vs IPC | Dominated | Dominated | – | – | 42,323 | 15,608 |
| Cost per QALY gained | Dominated | Dominated | – | – | 144,675 | 32,908 |
| Cost per VTE avoided | Dominated | Dominated | – | – | – | – |

Abbreviations: ICER, incremental cost-effectiveness ratio; IPC, intermittent pneumatic compression; LMWH, low-molecular-weight heparin; QALY, quality-adjusted life year; VTE, venous thromboembolism.
USA and Australia, respectively. Both were considered above the expected willingness-to-pay threshold.45,46

If only significant differences between prophylaxis options and LMWH were modeled, then both IPC and IPC+LMWH remained dominant compared with LMWH alone. The ICER for IPC+LMWH versus IPC alone, though, decreased to 8,425 USD and 3,258 AUD per QALY gained in the USA and Australia, respectively (Table 4). Considering VTE, IPC alone resulted in more VTE events than LMWH if only significant differences were modeled. Health care payers were, though, estimated to save over 121.3 million USD and 9.5 million AUD per additional VTE event if IPC was used instead of LMWH. IPC+LMWH remained dominant to LMWH: fewer VTE events at lower cost. In all cases, the absolute differences per patient in QALYs and VTE events between prophylaxis options were small and warranted exploration in sensitivity analysis. The same is true when cost-effectiveness is considered as the cost per VTE event avoided.

Sensitivity analyses

Varying all model input parameters in line with their published uncertainty estimates determined that VTE prophylaxis using IPC was cost-effective in 74.25% and 97.60% of cases in the USA and Australia, respectively. For IPC+LMWH, the results were 92.02% and 97.80%, respectively. The cost-effectiveness planes are presented in Figure 2. When prophylaxis with IPC+LMWH was compared with IPC alone, it was likely to be considered a cost-effective alternative in 37.13% and 15.57% of cases in the USA and Australia, respectively. The reason for this difference is likely due to the higher rates of bleeding reported in Australia, for which IPC will be a more attractive option given its low risk of bleeding (Table 1). From sensitivity analyses, IPC was found to increase patient QoL in 71.5% and 95.6% of simulations in the USA and Australia, respectively (Figures 3 and 4). Increased QoL was more consistent when IPC+LMWH was used and occurred in 91.2% and 93.2% of simulations, respectively. However, in every case, the 95% CrI crossed zero, indicating a nonsignificant change. For costs, both IPC alone and IPC+LMWH showed a significant reduction in Australia. The median (95% CrI) savings were 661 AUD (205–1,131) and 414 AUD (173–895) per patient for IPC and IPC+LMWH, respectively (Figures 3 and 4). In the USA, 90.6% and 96.4% of simulations resulted in reduced costs of care with IPC and IPC+LMWH, respectively, but neither reached significance.

### Table 4 Results from the scenario analyses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario comparison</th>
<th>Cost per QALY gained in the US</th>
<th>Cost per QALY gained in Australia</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IPC vs LMWH</td>
<td>IPC+LMWH vs LMWH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time horizon</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Dominant</td>
<td>Dominant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Dominant</td>
<td>Dominant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Dominant</td>
<td>Dominant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>Dominant</td>
<td>Dominant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bleeding risk</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minor 10%, major 2%</td>
<td>Dominant</td>
<td>Dominant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minor 2%, major 0.4%</td>
<td>Dominant</td>
<td>Dominant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minor 1%, major 0.01%</td>
<td>Dominant</td>
<td>Dominant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient population</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aged 45 years</td>
<td>Dominant</td>
<td>Dominant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aged 75 years</td>
<td>Dominant</td>
<td>Dominant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All TKA</td>
<td>Dominant</td>
<td>Dominant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All THA</td>
<td>Dominant</td>
<td>Dominant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality of life</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No VTE decrement</td>
<td>Dominant</td>
<td>Dominant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No fear of bleeding with LMWH</td>
<td>Dominant</td>
<td>Dominant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No major bleed decrement</td>
<td>Dominant</td>
<td>Dominant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minor bleed at 0.001</td>
<td>Dominant</td>
<td>Dominant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Only sig. differences plus…</td>
<td>Dominant</td>
<td>Dominant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>… Minor 1%, major 0.01%</td>
<td>Dominant</td>
<td>Dominant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>… DVT 10%</td>
<td>Dominant</td>
<td>Dominant</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Dominant, more QALYs at lower cost; dominated, fewer QALYs at higher cost.

Abbreviations: DVT, deep vein thrombosis; IPC, intermittent pneumatic compression; LMWH, low-molecular-weight heparin; sig, significant; SPQL, saving per QALY lost; QALY, quality-adjusted life year; THA, total hip arthroplasty; TKA, total knee arthroplasty; VTE, venous thromboembolism.
Figure 2. Cost-effectiveness plane for IPC and IPC+LMWH compared with LMWH alone.

Notes: The cost-effectiveness plane for IPC (open circles) and IPC+LMWH (gray stars) compared with LMWH alone in the USA (left) and Australia (right). The gray dashed line indicates the willingness-to-pay threshold, with points that are below and to the right of the line considered cost-effective.

Abbreviations: IPC, intermittent pneumatic compression; LMWH, low-molecular-weight heparin; QALY, quality-adjusted life year.

Figure 3. Likelihood of cost-effectiveness of IPC+LMWH by the number of days of combined use.

Notes: In the base case, IPC+LMWH is used while in hospital (3 days in USA and 5 days in Australia) followed by LMWH after discharge. As the number of days that IPC+LMWH is used, the likelihood of it being cost-effective increases. By 7 days, it is extremely likely to be considered cost-effective versus LMWH (A) but <50% of simulations would be considered cost-effective versus IPC alone (B). All data from 500 sensitivity analyses were performed for each length of combined IPC+LMWH prophylaxis.

Abbreviations: Aus, Australia; IPC, intermittent pneumatic compression; LMWH, low-molecular-weight heparin.

Figure 4. Uncertainty in model outcomes.

Notes: Box plots show the distribution of data from 500 sensitivity analyses, with IPC depicted in white and IPC+LMWH in gray. Data for the USA have a solid black outline, whereas Australian data have a dashed-black outline.

Abbreviations: IPC, intermittent pneumatic compression; LMWH, low-molecular-weight heparin; QALY, quality-adjusted life year.
The impact of bleeding rates on outcomes and the relative effectiveness and cost-effectiveness of prophylaxis outcomes is clear from scenario analyses. If bleeding is relatively common, then IPC dominates (incurs lower costs and improves QALYs) the combination therapy of IPC+LMWH (Table 4). As bleeding events become less frequent, IPC+LMWH becomes a more cost-effective alternative. Similarly, younger patients and a longer time horizon are factors found to increase the cost-effectiveness of IPC+LMWH versus IPC alone. In general, both IPC and IPC+LMWH dominate LMWH alone. In exploratory analyses, in situations in which only significant differences were modeled and bleeding risk was low, did IPC alone not dominate LMWH alone. In this case, IPC alone was cost-saving but resulted in reduced patient QoL (Table 4). Given scenario analyses that were performed and that in general more VTE than bleeding events are prevented, it is likely that bleeding is a key driver of cost-effectiveness in VTE prophylaxis.

IPC+LMWH can vary in its use of the two components, in this analysis it is taken to be the combination of IPC+LMWH while the patient is in hospital (3 days in USA and 5 days in Australia) followed by LMWH alone up to day 30. If the number of days for which the combination is used before switching to LMWH alone is varied, the likelihood of IPC+LMWH being considered cost-effective changes. In general, the more number of days for which the combination is used, the higher the percentage of simulations considered cost-effective (Figure 2). Compared with LMWH alone, IPC+LMWH was found to be cost-effective in 97.0% and 97.4% of simulations in the USA and Australia, if used for 7 days. Relative to IPC alone, this was 56.3% and 15.8% of simulations.

Discussion
Prophylaxis for VTE prevention after orthopedic surgery is predominantly performed using LMWH. However, the risk of bleeding events with LMWH means that it is often contraindicated in patients at high risk of hemorrhage.17 Identifying these patients is challenging, and studies have shown that it cannot be predicted with accuracy in patients at risk for VTE.48,54 Minimizing risk of harms from increased risk of bleeding by use of mechanical means to prevent VTE makes sense; hence, finding a prophylaxis strategy that balances the risks of VTE events and bleeding is a priority.

Our analysis investigated whether IPC or IPC combined with LMWH (IPC+LMWH) may be more cost-effective strategies for VTE prophylaxis than LMWH alone. In line with published literature, our results showed that compared with LMWH, IPC alone is not inferior in preventing DVT and PE, but it can significantly reduce minor and major bleeding events.22,28 On the other hand, IPC+LMWH has demonstrated significant reductions in DVT and PE, but there is little evidence of its impact on bleeding.22 In a 2017 neurosurgical study, postoperative IPC+LMWH use was found to reduce more than half the risk of DVT compared to LMWH and elastic stockings.49 Over a 50-year time horizon, our analysis determined that both IPC alone and IPC+LMWH were likely to be cost-effective alternatives to VTE prophylaxis with LMWH. IPC alone was generally the least costly prophylaxis strategy, whereas IPC+LMWH generally resulted in the highest level of patient QoL. These results reflect mean overall outcomes of many patients; at the patient level, the most cost-effective strategy is likely to vary depending on individual’s risk of VTE and bleeding.

Peer-reviewed data identified for model inputs indicated that major bleeding (defined as gastrointestinal or ICH) had a higher impact on patient QoL and was costlier to treat than both DVT and PE (Table 2). The same is true of long-term care costs. Here, though, major bleeding events more often result in mortality (both directly and within the next years) than does VTE, and patients who develop PTS can have high care costs for a long period of time. The drivers of cost, therefore, appear to be the relative incidence of major bleeding and VTE events. Scenario analyses showed that as bleeding risk decreased, IPC+LMWH became a more cost-effective alternative to IPC alone. Likewise, if only significant differences in prophylaxis options were modeled, IPC+LMWH dominated IPC alone if VTE rates were high. Model results, therefore, may indicate that in patients at high risk of bleeding, IPC may be the most effective form of VTE prophylaxis. If bleeding risk is low or outweighed by the risk of VTE, then IPC+LMWH may be most beneficial. For both the options with IPC, it is likely that care costs will be reduced.

The results from this analysis are in line with previous estimates. The Markov model by Tabatabae et al considered VTE prophylaxis after total joint arthroplasty with either warfarin or aspirin.50 In this study, the cost of care in patients with a mean age of 65 years was 1,568–2,655 USD and patient had, on average, 10.3 QALYs.50 Zindel et al considered the cost-effectiveness of VTE prophylaxis following major orthopedic surgery in the Netherlands and found that prophylaxis with LMWH cost 1,754 GBP and resulted in 9.02 QALYs.51 In 2010, Kapoor et al systematically reviewed the literature available on cost-effectiveness of VTE prophylaxis following hip and knee surgery.52 The authors determined that ICER with LMWH was 312–109,000 USD per VTE event avoided.52
Our VTE and major bleed incidences are in line with those identified by Kapoor et al for LMWH: DVT (1.1%–20.8%), PE (0%–2.3%), and major bleeds (0%–6.6%). Variability of the VTE and major bleeding rates in our model did change cost and QALY outcomes, but did not alter the conclusions drawn. All models are, however, only a representation of real-life practice and provide a likely estimate. Prospective clinical studies with cost collection are required to demonstrate the cost of care in real life and allow for comparison with model estimates. However, these are unavailable and are not feasible over the life time of enrolled patients.

Our model results indicate that the most cost-effective prophylaxis strategy is likely both patient and context dependent. Scenario analyses suggest that immediately after surgery, IPC alone is beneficial in patients at high risk of bleeding such as after major revision surgery, whereas IPC+LMWH may be more appropriate for patients at high VTE risk and low bleeding risk including those who have a history of VTE. Perhaps, a flexible combined use of IPC and LMWH, sequentially according to the bleeding risk after surgery will be the most appropriate approach to maximize the cost-effectiveness of VTE prophylaxis.

Conclusion
Both IPC alone and combining IPC with LMWH are more cost-effective than LMWH alone after lower-limb arthroplasty in both the US and Australian health care settings. From a clinician’s and patient’s perspective, the choice between IPC and IPC+LMWH likely depends on whether the risk of VTE outweighs the risk of major bleeding. IPC is the most suitable means of VTE prophylaxis in high-bleeding-risk patients, whereas IPC+LMWH reduces VTE events and is most appropriate for patients at low bleeding risk and high risk of VTE. Individualizing the sequential use of IPC and LMWH to prevent VTE after arthroplasty should be seriously considered.
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